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This paper discusses the findings of research concerned with analysing the relationship between student attendance to core first year undergraduate criminology and criminal justice modules and the grades they receive in their first summative assessed coursework task for these modules. The research took place against the background of a concern with improving student retention and minimising academic failure. The research found evidence of an association between student attendance and grade outcomes. But it also notes that this association was not as strong as perhaps would have been expected. The paper concludes that its findings reinforce the need to further consider other factors (such as entry qualifications, age, gender and personal circumstance) which may well influence the grades students achieve. However, most importantly, it is argued that the findings presented reinforce the need for teaching departments to proactively support first year criminology students as they make the transition into higher education, particularly given the current economic climate surrounding higher education funding in the United Kingdom.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper reports the results of research concerned with examining the relationship between first year criminology student attendance and their assessment outcomes for core programme modules. It does this against the background of a concern with addressing academic failure and promoting student retention. In the face of the current economic climate - which sees higher education institutions worldwide vying for a piece of the competitive fee-paying educational marketplace while operating within the context of a global recession - it is arguably more important than ever before that criminology programmes focus upon the issue of student retention (Gosling et al., 2009).

Student retention: A multi-dimensional issue

The research reported in this paper was conducted as part of broader concern with improving undergraduate criminology student retention. This aspect of the paper will outline relevant academic literature to highlight the importance of analysing student attendance and grade outcomes in relation to the issue of student retention. Over the last three decades research studies have highlighted a number of commonly occurring personal and academic factors surrounding why students leave a degree programme (Tinto, 1975, 1987; Rickinson and Rutherford, 1995; Yorke, 1997; Johnson, 2002; Wilcox et al., 2005; Zepke et al., 2006). Davies and Elias (2003) found the main reasons for student withdrawal were a mistaken choice of course’, ‘financial problems’ and ‘personal problems’. Unpacking ‘personal problems’, Rickinson and Rutherford (1995), Gann (2003) and Collins and Lin (2003) found financial and job worries, poor accommodation, as well as feelings of homesickness, loneliness and isolation, were commonly self-reported by students withdrawing from their studies or transferring to another university (often so they could
be nearer to the parental home). Poor study skills, a lack of self-confidence, and a general sense of dissatisfaction with their higher education experience, all also play a role in student withdrawal (Assiter and Gibbs, 2007). Finally it has also been noted that socio-economic background and race and ethnicity can play a role in influencing the decision to withdraw (Parry, 2002).

Clearly there are a number of factors which can to some extent influence student's decision to withdraw from studies. Student withdrawal is a multi-dimensional issue, not easily solvable by a single 'one-sized fits all' intervention (Zepke et al., 2006). Furthermore it is arguable that 'in house' transfers between academic programmes, or academic transfers between universities, are a consequence of the contemporary emphasis placed upon promoting opportunity and student choice within a consumer led higher education marketplace (Johnson, 2002). Similarly, it can be said that students postponing or withdrawing from their studies for health, financial or family reasons, will to some extent always be a reoccurring feature of the higher education system (Johnes and McNabb, 2004). However it is equally arguable that a concern with equity and widening participation means universities need to do all they can to help students with the complex interplay of academic and personal issues which can cause them to withdraw from their studies (Cavico and Mujtaba, 2010). Most importantly, particularly in today’s competitive global educational marketplace (Yorke and Longdon, 2004).

Richardson and Skinner (1991) suggest academic and other university departments (that is, student welfare and study skill support services) can address the issue of student retention through working in tandem with students and associated student-led organizations, as well as local and national voluntary and statutory agencies, in relation to the following three key areas: 1) student recruitment, financial aid and admissions, 2) outreach work, peer mentoring, accommodation and the student experience of university life outside of the educational process, 3) the learning environment, teaching and assessment strategies, as well as learning and study skill support. Critically reflecting upon the third key area highlighted by Richardson and Skinner (1991), and in particular looking at learning and study skill support for students, Syndow and Sandel (1996) argue that individual academic teaching departments within universities should develop ‘a process for monitoring student behaviours associated with failure (for example, excessive absenteeism, failing grades, failure to turn in assignments etc)….and intervention strategies should be employed to help these at-risk students succeed’.

It is important that teaching staff identify, follow up and meet with students who fail an assessment, provide what support they can to help each student, as well as where necessary refer them to specialist services for further guidance and support. The assumption that all students who fail an assessment are under-prepared or intellectually deficient must be challenged (Tinto, 1975). Students are not solely responsible for academic failure and therefore should not be solely responsible for seeking support to address it (Yorke, 1999). Indeed academics concerned with student retention (Johnson, 2002; Yorke and Longdon, 2004; Wilcox et al., 2005; Zepke et al., 2006) argue that it is important - particularly during a student’s first year of university - to focus upon course design and teaching and assessment methods, in addition to providing targeted learning support, to address study skill issues as well as learners’ self-awareness of how they approach educational tasks. Research shows that integrating study skills sessions within interactive and collaborative teaching and learning methods on discipline-specific topics for first year students, seems to be to be beneficial in fostering peer-group and staff-student relationships, which in turn can help student retention and address academic failure (Lowe and Cook, 2003; Yorke and Thomas, 2003; Wilcox et al., 2005).

**Focusing on student attendance**

One possible way of addressing student retention and is to assign a core first-year teaching module as an ‘induction module’ which contains within it a targeted referral process as part of a broader focus upon helping students manage the transition into the higher educational system (Lowe and Cook, 2003; Wilcox et al., 2005). Integrating a referral process within a subject-specific module, which utilises an interactive as opposed to didactic teaching approach during targeted sessions through the use of small-group work and formative assessment, could arguably support students develop their understanding of the approaches to learning and study skills necessary to succeed in higher education, while also developing discipline-specific content knowledge (Ward et al., 2000).

Any referral process designed to address the issue of student retention in general, and the risk of academic failure in particular, must first identify those students who need further targeted pastoral and academic support. Syndow and Sandel (1996) and Gibbs (2003) note that poor attendance can be a useful indicator when seeking to first identify students at risk of academic failure as well as those who are struggling more generally to adjust to the requirements of the higher education system. It is certainly a commonly held belief amongst academic teaching staff that student attendance and grade outcomes are linked (Yorke, 2000; Taylor and Bedford, 2004). Furthermore, there is supportive published research evidence for the viewpoint that student attendance can be a useful indicator of assessment outcome, although other factors such as student age and degree entry qualifications have been show to also play a role (Woodfield et al., 2006). This said analysing student
attendance in relation to the outcomes of an assessment task could arguably be a useful starting point for developing a protocol for identifying and supporting students at risk of academic failure, particularly in their first semester at university (Syndow and Sandel, 1996; Gibbs, 2003; Halpenny, 2007). It was therefore decided to test the assumption that student attendance and assessment outcomes are linked to provide an evidential basis for the implementation of a referral process identifying undergraduate criminology students at risk of academic failure as part of a broader departmental and university wide concern with addressing student retention.

RESEARCH METHODS

Given the research aim it was necessary to, first, obtain a record of student attendance, and second, statistically compare this record of attendance with the grade obtained by a student on an assessed learning task. As of September 2009, one hundred and twenty three students were registered on the first year of the undergraduate degree criminology programme. Ten students withdrew from their studies between September and December 2009. Three of these students withdrew in the first three weeks of the academic year; seven had withdrawn by December 2009. The reasons for withdrawal included homesickness, transfer to another programme within the university and transfer to a programme at another university. These students were excluded from the data analysis process on the grounds of incomplete data due to them not submitting coursework for assessment. This left a research sample of one hundred and thirteen undergraduate criminology students.

Research data was obtained from the university record system which all academic teaching staff have access to. All first year students must complete two core criminology programme modules, respectively, entitled ‘introduction to criminology’ and ‘introduction to criminal justice’. Departmental policy requires student attendance to lectures and seminars be formally recorded each week, with the resulting data being forwarded to the departmental office. The attendance records for the introduction to criminology and introduction to criminal justice modules were obtained for the September 2009 to December 2009 teaching period and entered into a research database alongside student’s marks for their first assessments for these two modules. Both these assessments were written academic essays due at the end of the first semester. The final student grade results were available by mid-February 2010 after their work had been marked and moderated. Student assessment outcomes and their attendance data was pre-coded as ordinal levels of measurement. Attendance to lectures was banded in four categories – 1) attended none, 2) attended between 1 and 3 sessions, 3) attended between 4 and 6 sessions, and 4) attended 7 or more sessions. Grade was banded into the five categories associated with final degree result grading – 1) first class degree (70% plus mark), 2) Second Class First Division (60 to 69% mark), 3) Second Class Lower Division (50 to 59%), 4) Third Class (40 to 49%), and 5) Fail (0 to 39%).

The null hypothesis for the research was that there is no relationship between student attendance and assessment grade, while working hypothesis was that there is a relationship between student attendance and assessment grade. Causation, in basic terms, is the process that makes an outcome happen (Bryman and Cramer, 2008). With regard to the variables used in this research, if student attendance is the independent variable and assessment grade the dependent variable, then attendance will influence the assessment grade achieved by a student. However it is important to note that outcomes are rarely influenced by a single cause. Causation is too complex to reach outcomes with total certainty; therefore it can be misleading (Bryman and Cramer, 2008). There are sufficient conditions of causation. This means that it is not true to say the all assessment grades achieved by a student will be influenced by their level of attendance, as there may well be other factors which influence the grade achieved. For example a student may have attended all their lectures but experienced a severe personal issue prior to assignment submission which led them to submit work that does not necessarily reflect their academic ability or subject topic knowledge. Correlation, on the other hand, is the pattern associated between two variables or the statistical measure used to find such patterns (Treiman, 2009). This is relevant for the variables examined here as it cannot be absolutely true that assessment grades will be influenced by attendance, as this is a causal explanation. However it can be stated that there will be a correlation, but the strength of the relationship needs further research.

The type of statistical test which can be applied to the data to test for a correlation is predicated by their level of measurement (Treiman, 2009). Both attendance and grade awarded are classified as ordinal level data because they can be categorised and put into a rank order, but no mathematical calculation or specific measure of relative scale can be absolutely made in relation to the distances between each category, as they could in the case of height or age for example. Given the level of measurement of each variable, the strength of association between the variables can be measured using the Spearman’s Rank statistical test (Bryman and Cramer, 2008).

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the results for the Spearman’s Rank test. The results show a negative association between student attendance and grade outcomes for both modules; although this is perhaps not as strong as one would have expected, and furthermore, it appears the association is stronger for the introduction to criminology module than introduction to criminal justice. This may be explained by the more theoretical nature of this module compared to the policy orientation of the introduction to criminal justice module. Consequently the research project’s null hypothesis must be tentatively rejected as it appears attendance and assessment outcomes do share an association. But it nevertheless should be added that the strength of the result reinforces the need for further research to be conducted into the topic.

The research found tentative evidence of a negative correlation between student attendance and assessment outcome, however although significant the strength of the association is relatively low, and consequently, it arguably reinforces that other factors also play a role in determining student assessment outcomes. Before this is discussed further the limitations of the research need to be acknowledged. This was a relatively small scale research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Spearman’s Rank result for attendance by grade result.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal justice lecture and grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminology lecture and grade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
project concerned with the outcomes of first year criminology student’s first submission as they enter the higher education system. By and large students have not studied criminological theory before entering higher education and this may go some way to explaining why there is a stronger relationship between student attendance and grade outcomes in relation to this module than the more policy focused introduction to criminal justice module. Furthermore, how students approach assessment tasks may well change as their studies progress and their learning styles develop and possibly even change to suit particular contexts (Biggs, 2003). It therefore would be useful to undertake longitudinal research with a larger research sample to find out more about how criminology student’s approaches to learning tasks change as they progress through their undergraduate degree and they become more familiar with the criminological corpus.

Although the study’s limitations are readily acknowledged, the findings presented in this paper are nevertheless supported by the published research literature. This by and large finds a stronger association between student attendance and assessment outcomes than the one found by the research reported here, but most importantly, it equally shows that entry qualifications, age, gender and personal issues (that is, part-time employment, health problems, or family situation) all play vitally important roles in influencing the grades students obtain (Martins and Walker, 2006; Halpern, 2007). This lends further weight to the argument that further research is needed to expand upon the findings presented here. Such research could collect qualitative data from students alongside relevant statistical data, to more fully explore the intervening variables which seem to mediate the relationship between student attendance and assessment outcomes, such as entry qualifications, age, gender and part-time employment and so on.

It should also be noted that it is arguable that evidence of a weaker correlation between student attendance and assessment outcome than commonly found in the published literature fits with a constructivist view of learning and teaching (Gibbs, 2003). This is the view that knowledge cannot exist outside the mind, nor can it be transferred from one mind to another, rather new knowledge is personally constructed by an individual in and through direct personal experience (Hendry et al., 1999). If one accepts this position then what matters is not student’s attendance to lectures par se, but rather the nature of their total engagement with their disciplinary subject as well as the general higher education environment they find themselves in (Gibbs, 2003). Consequently the research discussed in this paper can be said to arguably reinforce the view that it is vital academic departments and teaching staff focus upon study skill support and developing student’s self-awareness of how they learn, instead of focusing upon transferring core disciplinary subject knowledge; particularly in the first year of a students degree programme (Duffy and Cunningham, 1996; Gibbs, 2003). In relation to the development of support for students to tackle academic failure and help them manage the transition into higher education, this means teachers must play close attention to how they structure teaching episodes and provide students with learning resources so they can take more personal responsibility for their learning outcomes (Johnson, 2002). For example, tutors may wish to make greater use of online resources and module discussion boards to stimulate student-led engagement with course materials outside of designated teaching sessions, as well as to facilitate informal student-led group discussion and self-appraisal of progress with module learning and assessment tasks (Cavico and Mujtaba, 2010).

Conclusion

In conclusion, the research presented in this paper was undertaken to aide the development of a referral process to help identify first year criminology students in need of further study skill and pastoral support as they make the transition into the higher education system against the background of a concern with promoting student retention. The research findings presented reinforce the validity of the viewpoint that it is important to focus holistically upon the multi-dimensional factors at play in generating student assessment outcomes when seeking to address instances of academic failure. Not least of all because if these are not identified early enough and indeed are left unchecked, then they may well lead to a student withdrawing from their studies. After all, although it is undoubtedly the case that for various academic or personal reasons not all students who enter university will be able to successfully complete their programme of study, the fact nevertheless remains that in today’s increasingly competitive economic marketplace it is vitally important individual teachers and their academic departments do all they can to help both themselves and their students succeed.
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